
Cardinal of Minnesota: 
A “Really Cool” Culture
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Session Agenda

• Cardinal’s Story
• From hatching to soaring

• The Where and Why of Culture
• Let’s find yours and what it is influencing

• Building YOUR Culture
• What to look for and what to work on



Cardinal’s Story 

• Culture was a core competency at the beginning
• Jack laid the egg!
• Kudos
• Informality
• Irreverence
• Platinum Rule



Cardinal’s Story 

• Hatching
• Instilled little practices early on so they became 

habits
• Mindful of who joined the Team



Cardinal’s Story 

• Fledgling Growth
• Ideal time of growth for the field
• Habits started to become traditions



Cardinal’s Story

• Learning to fly 
• First Baldrige application in 2007 = jumping out of the 

nest



Cardinal’s Story 

• Starting to Soar 
• First flaps to Excellence Award in 2013 
• Continuous improvement is a key part of the culture

• Gonna keep applying and flying higher



What IS Organizational Culture? 

• It’s there whether you planned it or not

• KEY driver of long-term organizational success

• Links to Mission, Vision, Values 
• Picture on the wall vs how people do their work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many of you know your organization’s core values?  How well are your organizations values and culture integrated?  



Why is it important to pay attention to 
Culture?

• It may take a path you never intended
• It may change significantly when leadership does

• “Leaders shape the Culture but more importantly, the Culture 
shapes the leaders.”  - Jack Priggen

• National Baldrige winners consistently say it is essential
• “NOTHING a Senior Leader can do is as important as creating, 

fostering, and encouraging a positive Culture.”                        
- Studer Group

• “Ladies and gentlemen serving ladies and gentlemen.”             
- Ritz-Carlton



How Cardinal identified it’s culture

• Creation of the Keys
• 2009: Exploratory 

Initiative
• 2010: “Culture” of High 

Performance Goal
• 2012: Formal plan to 

deploy Cardinal’s 
Culture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Engaged the entire workforce in a Culture survey – hundreds of responsesTook a year and scores of meetings and hundreds of hours to vet that list and identify the KEY keys, the vital fewFinally identified tenThis process created new components of our culture present today: voting with thumbs, Culture Club



Have you identified YOUR Culture?

• What three words would you use to describe your 
organization?

• Give examples of each word

• What special attributes does the founder or leader possess 
that has influenced the character of your organization?

• What key values, if followed, would help this organization 
compete and thrive?



Ways to strengthen what you want

• Let Culture lead your benchmarking 
• K&N, Elevations over other winners

• You may have to part ways with some leaders, otherwise you 
risk being the first one to go 

• Embrace the quirky, silly, FUN things that make you and your 
people happy

• Ensure your Core Values and your Culture mirror each other

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many of YOU have left an organization (employer, volunteer group, PTA, church, etc.) because it was such a poor culture fit that you no longer wanted to stay?  How many of you have advocated for a company to part ways with a past coworker not because of competencies, but because of culture fit?- Story: Creating Vision statement starting with word ‘delight’.  Didn’t have 100% buy-in at first, but now it is mentioned on a daily basis multiple times.



Things to look out for

• Honoring individuality vs going rogue: VERY different!

• Lack of maintenance because ‘it’s already good enough’

• People who don’t fit and don’t intend to adjust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“How many of YOU work for an organization that has culture as an element of their strategic plan?Story: KN re: Culture Club done? Nope, NEVER!Story: perfect employee but doesn’t want to improve, they can’t stay?  Yup!  Continuous improvement IS key!



Thank you 
and good evening!
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